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Aging MLNH  012150 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/27/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:04:23

There will be some advantages to non-beingness, says Sheila Nevins: 

namely, avoiding the family squabbles after her death. The author and 

former president of HBO Documentary Films offers her humble opinion 

on preparing for the end of life, and finding the greatest pleasure is still 

a big ice cream sundae.

Agriculture MLNH  012161 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-12 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:01

An Iowa program aims to fix two problems: food insecurity and deer 

overpopulation. Dubbed Help Us Stop Hunger, Iowa’s Department of 

Natural Resources has leveraged Iowa’s popular deer hunting industry 

into more than 10 million meals for the needy. Special correspondent 

Josh Buettner of Iowa Public Television reports.

Alcohol, Drug Abuse/Addiction UNOP  000000
Understanding the Opioid 

Epidemic
NULL 60 minutes 1/17/18 10:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00

Understanding the Opioid Epidemic will combine stories of people and 

communities impacted by this epidemic along with information from 

experts and those at the frontlines of dealing with the epidemic. The 

program will trace the history of how the nation got into this situation 

and provide possible solutions and directions for dealing with the crisis.

Alcohol, Drug Abuse/Addiction MLNH  012149 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/25/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:02:27

China promised to work with the U.S. on cutting the flow of illegal 

opioids to American dealers after U.S. Senate investigators found 

Chinese sellers are largely able to circumvent package checks by the U.S.

American History/Biography AMEX  001005
Influenza 1918: American 

Experience
NULL 60 minutes 1/2/18 9:00 PM PBS Documentary 2 0:00:00

In the spring of 1918, as the nation mobilized for war, Private Albert 

Gitchell reported to an Army hospital in Kansas. He was diagnosed with 

the flu, a disease doctors knew little about. Before the year was out, 

America would be ravaged by a flu epidemic that killed 675,000 -- more 

than those killed in all the wars of this century combined -- before 

disappearing as mysteriously as it began. "The American Experience" 

examines the social ramifications of the disease and how it affected 

those who lived through it.

American History/Biography AMEX  002908
Into the Amazon: American 

Experience
NULL 120 minutes 1/9/18 9:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00

Discover the remarkable story of the perilous 1914 journey of Theodore 

Roosevelt and Brazilian explorer Candido Rondon into the dark and 

deadly heart of the Amazon rainforest. Featuring the voices of Alec 

Baldwin and Wagner Moura.

American History/Biography AMEX  003003
Gilded Age: American 

Experience; The
120 minutes 2018-02-06 21:00:00.000 PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00

Meet the titans and barons of the glittering late 19th century, whose 

materialistic extravagance contrasted harshly with the poverty of the 

struggling workers who challenged them. The vast disparities between 

them sparked debates still raging today.

American History/Biography AMEX  003004
Bombing of Wall Street: 

American Experience; The
60 minutes 2018-02-13 21:00:00.000 PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00

Explore the story behind the mostly-forgotten 1920 bombing in the 

nation’s financial center, which left 38 dead – a crime that launched the 

career of J. Edgar Hoover yet remains unsolved today.

Arts INLE  001904 Independent Lens
The Untold Tales of Armistead 

Maupin
90 minutes 1/1/18 11:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00

Meet the frank and funny creator of the groundbreaking Tales of the 

City and follow his evolution from a conservative son of the Old South 

to a gay rights pioneer whose work has inspired millions. With Laura 

Linney, Olympia Dukakis and Ian McKellen.

Arts MLNH  012135 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/5/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:07:00 Music helps people in nursing home once considered unreachable

Arts MLNH  012160 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-09 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:08:37

The Appalachian Film Workshop was started in Kentucky in the 1960s to 

foster new technical skills and give people a way to tell their own 

stories of their home. Now known simply as Appalshop, their mission 

has extended far beyond filmmaking, with a renewed focus on the ways 

art and culture can stimulate a local economy. Jeffrey Brown reports.

Arts MLNH  012170 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-23 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:03:41
When Jeff Daniels first auditioned for “Dumb and Dumber,” everyone 

told him he couldn’t do the film.

Arts ORAB  001811 OREGON ART BEAT OREGON ART BEAT #1811H 00:26:03:05 1/11/2018 20:00:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:26:03:05

Astoria - Portland Center Stage's artistic director, Chris Coleman, is 

adapting Peter Stark's book, "Astoria", into a stage play, premiering at 

PCS in January, 2017. From the first staged reading at PCS in July, 2016, 

through a trip with the production team to visit Astoria, through 

production meetings, costume and lighting designs, rehearsals and 

finally a dress rehearsal, we will follow the creative process. Jill 

McVarish - Astoria artist Jill McVarish creates aged-seeming paintings 

with scenarios that can't quite be real, and calls her work "windows to 

an unknown story."
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Arts ORABEV000007 OREGON ART BEAT OREGON ART BEAT SPECIALS #7H 00:28:27:02 1/18/2018 20:00:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:28:27:02

Chihuly Glass - Take a quick tour of the Chihuly Garden and Glass in 

Seattle. Michael Endo - Michael Endo thrives on uncertainty because he 

loves discovery. He is constantly challenging himself with mediums, 

materials... and deadlines. (Bend) Michelle Kaptur works with her dog, 

Sara, on agility training every day. She sees a connection between the 

concentration it takes to work with her dog, and her dance with glass in 

her work as a glassblower. She created Soulbursts, individual memorial 

glass pieces that include ash from a deceased family member or pet. 

Tiny, delicate glasswork risks possible destruction every time Chris 

Buzzini reaches the final stage of producing his art. The Oregon City man 

is one of only 20 people in the world producing lampwork 

paperweights.

Arts ORABP 000000 OREGON ART BEAT
DARKROOM TO DIGITAL AN 

OREGON ART BEAT SPECIAL #0H
00:57:45:02 1/4/2018 20:00:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:57:45:02

Oregon has a remarkable relationship with photography: it is a history 

filled with documenting the grandeur of the west, staging some of the 

earliest exhibitions in the country of photographs as works of art, and 

pushing the boundaries of what a photograph can be. In this visually 

compelling one hour special we?ll explore the story of photography 

from scientific discovery to the creation of an art form. Portland Art 

Museum?s Minor White Curator of Photography Julia Dolan gives us 

revealing historical insight; Christopher Rauschenberg and Craig 

Hickman, two of the founders of Blue Sky Gallery, show us how they 

brought a revolutionary spontaneity to the art of photography; and 

photographer Jim Lommasson continues to stretch the story telling 

capacity of photography through his work with Iraqi refugees. We 

profile other established and emerging photographers, plus travel to 

Corvallis for the first mobile photography gallery exhibition in the state. 

From the first daguerreotype created 175 years ago to the most recent 

cell phone snapshot, the photograph has evolved from a science 

Arts ORAB  001908 OREGON ART BEAT OREGON ART BEAT #1908H 00:25:20:04 2/1/2018 20:00:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:25:20:04

Portland Winter Light Festival - After attending the Fete du Lumiere in 

Lyon, France, Portland native Chris Herring thought a festival of this 

type would be perfect for his hometown. He mused about the idea and 

chatted with friends and then heard that PSU architecture professor Jeff 

Schnabel was thinking along the same lines. They got together with 

members of the Willamette Light Brigade - the team responsible for 

lighting Portland's bridges - and cooked up the first Portland Winter 

Light Festival in February 2016. Now in its second year, the Light Festival 

is bigger and brighter, with more than 60 illuminated art pieces, a 

lantern parade and illuminated bike ride. We tag along to find out how 

it all comes together on a minimal budget and hundreds of 

volunteers.Jason Waldron - Jason Waldron found the medium he was 

meant to work in closer to home that he ever imagined. (He's an Ice 

sculptor/wood sculptor in Bend!) Lan Su Chinese Garden New Year 

Festival - Lion dancing, Lantern viewing, and more! In this video essay 

capturing the magic of Chinese New Year, enjoy the teahouse, folk art, 

Arts ORAB  001910 OREGON ART BEAT OREGON ART BEAT #1910H 00:26:26:00 2/15/2018 20:00:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:26:26:00

Eclipse Festival - The Oregon Eclipse Festival played host to 30,000 

artists and participants from all over the world on a postage stamp of 

private land encircled by the Ochoco National Forest. The total solar 

eclipse was one of the most powerful tourism magnets in our state's 

history. We profile some of the art, performance and music being 

created for this rare occurrence. Hunter Noack - Classical pianist Hunter 

Noack and some of his friends haul a 9' Steinway Grand piano to some 

of the most remote and beautiful places in Oregon for a series of 

classical concerts he calls, "In a Landscape."

Arts ORAB  001911 OREGON ART BEAT OREGON ART BEAT #1911H 00:29:05:05 2/22/2018 20:00:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:29:05:05

Lee White - Children's book illustrator Lee White shares his creative 

process of finding the backstory and adding detail to a book's 

characters. He lets us in on the deeply personal inspiration for his own 

recent work - his son. Mark Orton - Film composer Mark Orton has 

scored films as diverse as "Nebraska," "Boxtrolls," as well as live music 

for the silent film "The General" with Buster Keaton. To find out how he 

does it, we visit him in his studio to get a first-hand listen while he 

works on his latest project. We also get a peek at his amazing 

instrument collection!
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Arts ORAB  001909 OREGON ART BEAT OREGON ART BEAT #1909H 00:24:45:11 2/8/2018 20:00:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:24:45:11

Jesse Reno - Jesse Reno believes in following his intuition when 

painting, forgoing a plan for his intriguing, sought after work. We watch 

him in action, and also join him for one of his popular, inspiring 

classes.Claudia Marchini - Peruvian-American artist Claudia Marchini 

has an unusual approach to her artwork. She bases much of it on the 

theories and behavioral observations she collects as a psychologist. 

Some of her work is representational, while some is abstract. Some is 

inscribed on natural materials like meteorites and others on traditional 

canvas. But whatever "grabs (her) mind" this Grants Pass resident just 

goes with it. Bow Ties -Kelly Durian Lyon knew she wanted to work for 

herself in a creative field. Her journey lead her to create bow ties for a 

new generation from her shop in Eugene.

Arts ORAB  001912 OREGON ART BEAT OREGON ART BEAT #1912H 00:24:50:05 3/1/2018 20:00:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:24:50:05

Portlandia!:On the eve of the 8th and final season, remember the quirky 

residents of Portlandia and the creative team that brought them to life. 

Keith Jellum: Keith Jellum creates dramatic metal sculptures drawn 

from animal forms that interact with the environment, including a 

dramatic recent bird sculpture that soars over PSU. White Bird: It's 

White Bird's 20th anniversary. Meet the men (and the bird) behind 

organization that brings contemporary dance to Portland. They present 

dance companies; support local choreographers; and help Portland 

Public School students learn about dance.

Arts ORAB  001814 OREGON ART BEAT OREGON ART BEAT #1814H 00:26:40:03 3/22/2018 20:00:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:26:40:03

Comics U - (Eugene) Professor Ben Saunders is Program Director of the 

University of Oregon's Comics and Cartoon Studies minor, the first of its 

kind in the nation. Chris Cole - (Bend) Chris Cole integrates the 

mechanics of a bicycle into the aesthetic of an artist. These days, he 

creates motorized and hand-cranked moving sculptures. We follow the 

former bike mechanic to a junkyard, then watch as he draws, cuts, 

welds, paints and assembles his handcrafted creations. Cardistry - 

Young magicians perform Cardistry, a striking, surprising form of playing 

card manipulation.

Arts ORAB  001808 OREGON ART BEAT OREGON ART BEAT #1808H 00:29:05:05 3/29/2018 20:00:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:29:05:05

Washed Ashore- (Bandon) Found ocean object sculpture - tons of plastic 

is pulled out of the Pacific and turned into large scale sculptures that 

speak to the issues our oceans face. {Imbriano} Joseph Schneider- 

Joseph Schneider creates sculptures from unexpected objects. From a 

cathedral built with Barbie and Ken dolls to a huge face of Lady Liberty 

that was part of a 4th of July parade in Corbett, Joseph uses many tiny 

pieces to create dramatic installations. {Sarson} Steve LaRiccia-This 

Eugene-based artist updates steampunk, making elaborate designs that 

actually compute, show movies, and pour a stiff drink. And when he's 

not building, he's collecting. LaRiccia's home is its very own gallery, and 

he is the curator of "Les Salon des Refuses," an exhibit of work refused 

by the Mayor's Art Show in Eugene. {Imbriano}

Business/Industry FRON  003417 Frontline Abacus: Small Enough to Jail 90 minutes 1/2/18 10:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00

Hear the little-known story of the only U.S. bank prosecuted after the 

financial crisis. Director Steve James (Hoop Dreams, The Interrupters) 

chronicles the Chinese immigrant Sung family?s fight to clear their 

names.

Business/Industry MLNH  012144 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/18/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:09:59

Unemployment is down, the GDP is growing at over 3 percent, the stock 

market hits record highs nearly every day and President Trump says it's 

a function of his policies. Does he deserve the credit? Economics 

correspondent Paul Solman reports.

Business/Industry IMBU  000102 Impossible Builds Europe in the Desert 60 minutes 2018-02-14 22:00:00.000 PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00

Can six sand islands, poking out of the Persian Gulf near Dubai, be 

transformed into the most luxurious holiday destination on earth? One 

man believes they can and hes risking tens of millions of dollars to 

prove it.

Business/Industry MLNH  012164 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-15 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:02

Can an immersive, mystery funhouse help revive a state like New 

Mexico? Economics correspondent Paul Solman visits Meow Wolf, a 

Santa Fe hippie artist collective turned business that convinced the 

"Game of Thrones" author to buy and lease them a defunct bowling 

alley so that they could turn it into a techno-netherworld, crafted by 

more than 150 artists, who are now making good salaries.

Child Abuse MLNH  012147 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/23/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:05:59

Pope Francis came under fire during a trip to Chile for defending a 

bishop accused of directly witnessing and covering up sexual abuse by 

another church figure, dating back to the 1980s. While the pope 

apologized for his wording, he stands by the bishop. Lisa Desjardins 

talks with Anne Barrett Doyle of BishopAccountability.org about what 

the pontiff’s words mean to victims and other Catholics.
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Child Abuse MLNH  012148 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/24/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:12:04

A Michigan courtroom erupted in clapping as former sports doctor Larry 

Nassar was sentenced to as many as 175 years in prison for sexually 

assaulting scores of women and girls, including three Olympic gold 

medal gymnasts, under the guise of medical treatment. Judy Woodruff 

talks with Robert Andrews of the Institute of Sports Performance about 

how the abuse continued for so long.

Community Politics, Government FRON  003417 Frontline Abacus: Small Enough to Jail 90 minutes 1/2/18 10:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00

Hear the little-known story of the only U.S. bank prosecuted after the 

financial crisis. Director Steve James (Hoop Dreams, The Interrupters) 

chronicles the Chinese immigrant Sung family?s fight to clear their 

names.

Community Politics, Government MLNH  012146 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/22/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:03:38

In our news wrap Monday, Pennsylvania’s Supreme Court threw out the 

state's congressional map for being heavily gerrymandered to benefit 

Republicans. Also, Turkey continued its military offensive against U.S.-

backed Kurdish fighters in Syria for a third day.

Community Politics, Government INLE  001910 Independent Lens Rat Film 60 minutes 2018-02-26 23:00:00.000 PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00

Trace the history of Baltimore through this provocative film that uses 

the rat--as well as the humans who love them, live with them and kill 

them--to chronicle the systemized oppression in impoverished 

communities far beyond the city's borders.

Consumerism UNOP  000000
Understanding the Opioid 

Epidemic
NULL 60 minutes 1/17/18 10:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00

Understanding the Opioid Epidemic will combine stories of people and 

communities impacted by this epidemic along with information from 

experts and those at the frontlines of dealing with the epidemic. The 

program will trace the history of how the nation got into this situation 

and provide possible solutions and directions for dealing with the crisis.

Crime/Legal Issues/Law 

Enforcement
MLNH  012139 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/11/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:08:48

It's not part of Cancun that tourists travel to see: heavily armed police 

working to stop a soaring homicide rate. The fallout of Mexico's 

campaign targeting drug cartel leaders is spilling onto the periphery of 

the famous beach destination, where fractured gangs fight for control. 

Yet the area's violence has rarely put vacationers in danger. Special 

correspondent Danny Gold reports.

Crime/Legal Issues/Law 

Enforcement
FRON  003311 Frontline Rape on the Night Shift 60 minutes 1/16/18 10:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00

An investigation into the sexual abuse of undocumented women in the 

service industry. This film examines allegations of abuse across the 

janitorial industry, and how the government, law enforcement and 

companies fall short in dealing with the problem.

Crime/Legal Issues/Law 

Enforcement
INLE  001907 Independent Lens The Force 90 minutes 1/22/18 10:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00

Go deep inside the long-troubled Oakland Police Department as it 

struggles to confront federal demands for reform, a popular uprising 

following events in Ferguson, Missouri, and an explosive scandal.

Crime/Legal Issues/Law 

Enforcement
FRON  003605 Frontline The Gang Crackdown 60 minutes 2018-02-13 22:00:00.000 PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00

A slew of killings linked to the MS-13 gang, and the crackdown that 

swept up immigrant teens. Some 25 bodies have surfaced since 2016. 

Law enforcement is trying to stop the gang, but some immigrant teens 

have been unlawfully detained in the process.

Crime/Legal Issues/Law 

Enforcement
MLNH  012164 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-15 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:20

A routine day turned into terror at the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High 

School in Parkland, Florida, on Wednesday. Authorities say 19-year-old 

Nikolas Cruz has confessed to killing 17 people, and charged him with 

premeditated murder, as a clearer picture emerged of the deeply 

troubled young man and his motive. Special correspondent Steve Mort 

of Feature Story News joins Judy Woodruff for an update.

Culture AURF  000000 Aurora - Fire in the Sky NULL 60 minutes 1/3/18 11:00 PM PBS Other 1 1:00:00

Examine legends about the origins and meaning of the aurora, the 

colorful glow that often brightens the night sky in Earth’s polar regions. 

Investigate the myths of Finland’s Saami, Alaska’s Inuit, Canada’s Native 

Americans and New Zealand’s Maori.

Culture WEMA  000101 We'll Meet Again Children of WWII 60 minutes 1/23/18 8:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00

Join Ann Curry for the dramatic reunions of people separated by WWII. 

A Japanese-American woman sent to an internment camp hopes to find 

a childhood friend, and a survivor from a Jewish ghetto searches for the 

child of the couple who befriended him.

Culture INLE  001908 Independent Lens I Am Another You 90 minutes 1/29/18 11:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00

Join Chinese filmmaker Nanfu Wang and Dylan, a charismatic young 

homeless drifter who left a comfortable home and loving family, in this 

mysterious cross-cultural road trip that explores of the limits and 

meaning of freedom.

Culture WEMA  000104 We'll Meet Again Heroes of 9/11 60 minutes 2018-02-13 20:00:00.000 PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00

Join Ann Curry for dramatic reunions between people whose lives 

intersected on 9/11. Patrick searches for the stranger who comforted 

him after the disaster, and Tim hopes to thank the fellow chaplain who 

gave him the strength to carry on.

Disabilities INLE  001905 Independent Lens Unrest 90 minutes 1/8/18 11:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00

Follow filmmaker Jennifer Brea's struggle with Chronic Fatigue 

Syndrome and meet others coping with this often-devastating and little-

understood condition in this intimate documentary.
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Disabilities MLNH  012143 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/17/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:09:01

People with developmental disabilities become victims of sexual assault 

at a rate seven times higher than those without disabilities, according to 

a Justice Department figured uncovered by a year-long NPR 

investigation. Judy Woodruff sits down with NPR’s Joseph Shapiro and 

Nancy Thaler from the Pennsylvania Office of Developmental Programs 

to discuss why the problem has received little attention.

Disabilities MLNH  012144 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/18/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:03:34

When Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Ron Suskind and his wife found 

out their son had autism, they were crushed by the fear that they 

couldn’t communicate. But they began to realize that he was learning to 

tell stories through Disney movies. The realization made Suskind ask, 

who decides what makes life truly meaningful? Suskind offers his Brief 

but Spectacular take on finding everyone's story.

Economy FRON  003417 Frontline Abacus: Small Enough to Jail 90 minutes 1/2/18 10:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00

Hear the little-known story of the only U.S. bank prosecuted after the 

financial crisis. Director Steve James (Hoop Dreams, The Interrupters) 

chronicles the Chinese immigrant Sung family?s fight to clear their 

names.

Economy MLNH  012149 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/25/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:09:04

While much of the U.S. economy is on the rebound, New Mexico 

remains in the dumps since the recession hit a decade ago. Part of the 

problem may be a statewide brain drain: educated young people taking 

their careers -- and expertise -- elsewhere. Economics correspondent 

Paul Solman reports on New Mexico’s mission to bring back its young, 

energetic entrepreneurs.

Economy MLNH  012155 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-02 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:12:27

The job market and the economy are growing stronger and at a healthy 

pace, Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen told PBS NewsHour’s Judy 

Woodruff Friday as she wrapped up her four-year term on a momentous 

economic day.

Economy MLNH  012167 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-20 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:08:03

Since banks constricted credit after the 2008 housing bust, they have 

been slowly increasing the amount they’re lending. But this economic 

prosperity has not reached everyone. Watch part two of a two-part 

series by Aaron Glantz of Reveal.

Education MLNH  012132 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/2/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:07:41

The new tax law’s education-related changes include allowing parents 

to use up to $10,000 from their tax-free 529 college savings account to 

help pay for private or religious schools for any grade. Alyson Klein of 

Education Week and Anya Kamenetz of NPR explore this and other 

changes.
Education MLNH  012135 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/5/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:03:00 Why more sleep could help kids do better in school and life

Education MLNH  012137 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/9/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:07:00 Why teachers selling lesson plans have sparked debate

Education MLNH  012157 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-06 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:08:42

More than 50,000 students are expected to leave Puerto Rico for the 

mainland to continue their education. With hundreds of schools 

expected to close, the mass exodus has major consequences for the 

education system, and some see the storm as pretext to replace the 

public system with charter schools and introduce private investment. 

Special correspondent Monica Villamizar reports.

Education MLNH  012162 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-13 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:08:04

Baltimore City Public Schools faced outrage from parents after images 

emerged of students wearing coats in a freezing classroom. More than a 

third of schools reported a lack of heat this winter during a cold snap, 

and that’s just one of the many problems plaguing the school system’s 

crumbling infrastructure, underscoring a larger debate about long-term 

funding and investment. John Yang reports.

Education MLNH  012172 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-27 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:20

President Trump, a number of other Republicans and the NRA have 

ramped up calls for arming teachers. But it's an idea that generating a 

lot of criticism among educators. Jason Villalba, a Texas state 

representative and the architect of the school marshal program that 

allows Texas school districts to train and arm teachers, joins John Yang 

to discuss how it works.

Employment FRON  003311 Frontline Rape on the Night Shift 60 minutes 1/16/18 10:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00

An investigation into the sexual abuse of undocumented women in the 

service industry. This film examines allegations of abuse across the 

janitorial industry, and how the government, law enforcement and 

companies fall short in dealing with the problem.

Employment MLNH  012144 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/18/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:09:59

Unemployment is down, the GDP is growing at over 3 percent, the stock 

market hits record highs nearly every day and President Trump says it's 

a function of his policies. Does he deserve the credit? Economics 

correspondent Paul Solman reports.
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Energy MLNH  012149 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/25/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:07:32

Four months after Hurricane Maria, about 450,000 of 1.5 million 

electricity customers in Puerto Rico still have no service. Blackouts 

regularly occur for hours at a time, even in San Juan. Special 

correspondent Monica Villamizar reports on the emergency efforts to 

restore power, and how some have taken matters into their own hands 

as outdated technology and suspected corruption stand in the way.

Environment/Nature/Natural 

Disasters
MLNH  012131 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/1/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:02:53

A deep freeze settles in many U.S. states, breaking previous records. 

Temperatures dropped to minus 32 in South Dakota, the coldest New 

Year’s Day on record in 99 years.
Environment/Nature/Natural 

Disasters
MLNH  012137 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/9/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:05:00

News Wrap: Deadly California mudslides block highways, destroy 

homes

Environment/Nature/Natural 

Disasters
NAAT  003407 Nature Yosemite 60 minutes 1/10/18 8:00 PM PBS Other 1 1:00:00

Yosemite is a land forged in wildfire and sculpted by water, but with 

climate change, water is scarcer and fire more common. Join scientists 

and adventurers to investigate how these global changes are affecting 

one of America’s greatest wildernesses.

Environment/Nature/Natural 

Disasters
NAAT  003508 Nature The Last Rhino 60 minutes 2018-02-21 20:00:00.000 PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00

Meet Sudan, the last male of his kind, the northern white rhino, living in 

a Kenyan sanctuary under 24-hour armed guard. Trace his harrowing 

journey as scientists and animal experts race to save the species before 

it dies out forever.

Environment/Nature/Natural 

Disasters
NAAT  003406 Nature Snowbound: Animals of Winter 60 minutes 2018-02-28 20:00:00.000 PBS Documentary 1 01:00:00

Travel across the snow globe with wildlife cameraman Gordon 

Buchanan to meet animal survivors of winter, from the penguins of 

Antarctica to the Arctic fox and the bison of Yellowstone. Snow looks 

magical, but it’s a harsh reality to these animals.

Environment/Nature/Natural 

Disasters
ORFG2410 OREGON FIELD GUIDE OREGON FIELD GUIDE #2410 00:28:31:13 1/11/2018 20:30:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:28:31:13

River of the Rogues, a 30-minute special shows us the colorful stories of 

how we shaped the Rogue River and how in turn the river shaped our 

lives. History and geography take us from the robust headwaters on the 

north flank of Mt. Mazama to the open sea. Along the way we learn 

about, among other things, the life of the Rogue River Indians, the 

discovery of gold, and the river?s designation as a Wild and Scenic river.

Environment/Nature/Natural 

Disasters
ORFG  002212 OREGON FIELD GUIDE OREGON FIELD GUIDE #2212Z 00:28:05:18 1/18/2018 20:30:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:28:05:18

Oregon Field Guide goes deep into the sand bunker that is the Oregon 

Dunes to look explore the rich history, complex management issues and 

new recreational adventures that are shaping one of the most beautiful 

and unique landscapes in the West.

Environment/Nature/Natural 

Disasters
ORFG2508 OREGON FIELD GUIDE OREGON FIELD GUIDE #2508 00:29:50:04 1/25/2018 20:30:00:10 OPB Documentary 1 00:29:50:04

Mountaineers Brent McGregor and Eddy Cartaya invite the OFG crew on 

an expedition to film and photograph the largest known glacier cave 

system in the lower 48 states - located on the Northwest face of Mt. 

Hood.

Environment/Nature/Natural 

Disasters
ORFG  002909 OREGON FIELD GUIDE OREGON FIELD GUIDE #2909H 00:28:47:03 2/1/2018 20:30:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:28:47:03

Drones in Research: Drones armed with an arsenal of high-tech cameras 

and sensors are changing the way science is done. The Shire: Portland 

architect John Yeon sculpted a landscape masterpiece in the Columbia 

Gorge and inspired a movement to save the gorge. Eelgrass: Could 

eelgrass save the oyster farmer and help estuaries cope with climate 

change in the process? Valley of Giants Photo Essay

Environment/Nature/Natural 

Disasters
ORFG  002911 OREGON FIELD GUIDE OREGON FIELD GUIDE #2911H 00:29:25:00* 2/15/2018 20:30:10:13 OPB Documentary 1 00:29:25:00*

Unlikely Hikers: Unlikely Hikers is a group dedicated to shattering 

conventional race, size, gender and sexual stereotypes about who gets 

to enjoy the great outdoors. Freshwater Mussels: A small population of 

"old-growth" native freshwater mussels has been found thriving in an 

urban stretch of the Willamette. What can they tell us about the health 

of the river? Alpha Farm: One of the nation's oldest continuously 

operating communes is hidden deep within the coast range.But it's days 

may be numbered.

Environment/Nature/Natural 

Disasters
ORFG  002912 OREGON FIELD GUIDE OREGON FIELD GUIDE #2912H 00:28:29:02 2/22/2018 20:30:10:13 OPB Documentary 1 00:28:29:02

Urban Falconry: The age-old practice of falconry is being used keep 

crows from leaving a mess on Portland's transit mall. Fishers: a rare 

predator is returning to the woods of southwest Washington with the 

help of a team of dedicated scientists.

Environment/Nature/Natural 

Disasters
ORFG  002910 OREGON FIELD GUIDE OREGON FIELD GUIDE #2910H 00:26:36:01 2/8/2018 20:30:25:20 OPB Documentary 1 00:26:36:01

Oregon Silverspot Butterfly: A threatened Oregon native has struggled 

to regain a foothold on the coast. Will efforts to raise them in captivity 

pay off? Lloyd Brothers of Mount Adams: Twin brothers Darryl and 

Darvel Lloyd grew up at the base of Mt. Adams. They've spent much of 

their 74 years exploring, studying, and photographing the mountain. 

Bog Lily: The Western bog lily once thrived in the marshes and bogs of 

southwestern Oregon but they're on the decline. Can they be saved?
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Environment/Nature/Natural 

Disasters
ORFG  002312 OREGON FIELD GUIDE OREGON FIELD GUIDE #2312H 00:29:25:01 3/1/2018 20:30:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:29:25:01

Trees and Pollution- Did you know trees can actually make air pollution 

worse-it depends on where they're planted. Ultra-Lite Hiking-Ultra-lite 

backpacking is an approach to backpacking that takes weight savings to 

the extreme. We look at one backpacker who has figured out a way to 

hike for weeks with just an 8 pound pack. Kite Festival- Kites from 2 to 

90 feet long float, fight and dancing in mid-air.

Environment/Nature/Natural 

Disasters
ORFG2402 OREGON FIELD GUIDE OREGON FIELD GUIDE #2402 00:29:55:02 3/22/2018 20:30:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:29:55:02

ICE DIVING- Who would intentionally dive into a frozen lake? We?ll go 

scuba diving where few ever dare to venture.

Environment/Nature/Natural 

Disasters
ORFG2407 OREGON FIELD GUIDE OREGON FIELD GUIDE #2407 00:29:50:05 3/29/2018 20:30:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:29:50:05

One of the great success stories in saving wildlife still has some trouble. 

California condors are raised in captivity and then released into the 

wild. So, why are so many condors being re-captured and brought in for 

emergency medical care for lead poisoning?

Family/Marriage MLNH  012144 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/18/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:03:34

When Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Ron Suskind and his wife found 

out their son had autism, they were crushed by the fear that they 

couldn’t communicate. But they began to realize that he was learning to 

tell stories through Disney movies. The realization made Suskind ask, 

who decides what makes life truly meaningful? Suskind offers his Brief 

but Spectacular take on finding everyone's story.

Family/Marriage WEMA  000103 We'll Meet Again Lost Children of Vietnam 60 minutes 2018-02-06 20:00:00.000 PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00

Join Ann Curry for the dramatic reunions between people separated 

after the war. Tina, born in Vietnam, searches for her American father. 

Nam hopes to find the Texas cowboy who saved him as a young boy and 

inspired him to come to America.

Family/Marriage MLNH  012166 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-19 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:23

“An American Marriage” explores the bonds of love in extreme 

circumstances, against a larger background of race and mass 

incarceration. Author Tayari Jones joins Jeffrey Brown to talk about her 

new novel, set in Atlanta and written in letter form, and the important 

questions it raises about modern life.

Health/Health Care AMEX  001005
Influenza 1918: American 

Experience
NULL 60 minutes 1/2/18 9:00 PM PBS Documentary 2 0:00:00

In the spring of 1918, as the nation mobilized for war, Private Albert 

Gitchell reported to an Army hospital in Kansas. He was diagnosed with 

the flu, a disease doctors knew little about. Before the year was out, 

America would be ravaged by a flu epidemic that killed 675,000 -- more 

than those killed in all the wars of this century combined -- before 

disappearing as mysteriously as it began. "The American Experience" 

examines the social ramifications of the disease and how it affected 

those who lived through it.

Health/Health Care MLNH  012133 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/3/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:08:41
A new method of treating tooth decay using silver nitrate may make the 

pain, and expense, of traditional treatments obsolete. Special 

correspondent Cat Wise has the story.

Health/Health Care INLE  001905 Independent Lens Unrest 90 minutes 1/8/18 11:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00

Follow filmmaker Jennifer Brea's struggle with Chronic Fatigue 

Syndrome and meet others coping with this often-devastating and little-

understood condition in this intimate documentary.

Health/Health Care MLNH  012160 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-09 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:31

This year's brutal flu season is not easing its grip yet: hospitalizations 

are up, doctors visits have reached 2009 levels and at least 63 children 

have died. Judy Woodruff asks Dr. Anne Schuchat, acting director of the 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, why it’s so bad, who is 

most vulnerable and what you should do even if you’re healthy.

Health/Health Care MLNH  012162 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-13 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:09:50

Indiana is one of the states poised to enact work requirements for some 

citizens with Medicaid coverage -- a controversial policy and long-

sought goal for Republicans. But advocates for the poor have protested 

loudly in recent months, saying many will lose coverage or be ensnared 

by bureaucratic mistakes. Special correspondent Sarah Varney reports 

in collaboration with Kaiser Health News.

History OEXP  000903 OREGON EXPERIENCE
CIVIL RIGHTS AN OREGON 

EXPERIENCE (WT) #903H
01:22:22:01 1/15/2018 21:00:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 01:22:22:01

A look at the history of Civil Rights in Portland Oregon from the 1950's 

through the 1980's.

History OEXP  000104 OREGON EXPERIENCE
REUB LONG'S OREGON DESERT AN 

OREGON EXPERIENCE #104
00:28:29:28 1/22/2018 21:00:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:28:29:28

Hard-luck homesteading stories' everything you've ever wanted to 

know about coyotes' a tragic dance-hall fire and plenty cornball jokes. 

'The Oregon Desert,'by Fort Rock rancher Reub Long and extension 

agent E.R. Jackman, was first published in 1964. Many years ' and many 

printings ' later, it has become our best-known compendium of Pacific 

Northwest cowboy folklore and rural wisdom. Our 'Oregon Experience' 

episode of the same name will explore many of the ranches, ghost 

towns and scenic wonders described in the book. Both authors are long 

passed-away, but the High Desert country they roamed is still home to 

plenty folks who keep the stories, humor and history alive. We'll meet 

and visit with several of these fascinating old cowboys, rodeo riders, 

farm women and ranch hands. And we'll pack the half-hour with plenty 

of unique, little-known pieces of our state's east-side history.
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History OEXP  000207 OREGON EXPERIENCE
LOLA BALDWIN AN OREGON 

EXPERIENCE #207
00:28:45:05 1/22/2018 21:30:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:28:45:05

Lola Baldwin began working for the Portland Police Department in 1905 

for the Lewis & Clark Exposition to protect women and children coming 

to town for the event. She was hired officially in 1908 becoming the 

country's first sworn policewoman crusading for the moral and physical 

welfare of families, single working women and children. An ardent 

suffragist, Baldwin advocated for pay equity and a living wage to keep 

young women workers from lives of prostitution and crime. Preventive 

police strategies developed by "municipal mothers" like Baldwin 

influence policing policies to this day.

History OEXP  000902 OREGON EXPERIENCE
ASTORIA AN OREGON EXPERIENCE 

#902H
00:29:40:15 1/29/2018 21:00:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:29:40:15

Astoria, Oregon is the oldest U.S. settlement this side of the Rocky 

Mountains. The Astorians established the overland route that became 

the Oregon Trail. That original settlement turned out to be the "foot in 

the door" which allowed the United States - and not Great Britian- to 

claim the Oregon Territory. Astoria (Pop. 10,000) is a hugely-significant 

little town. It has thrived - at various times - as a timber community, an 

international port and the Salmon-Canning Capital of the World! But 

other Oregonians have paid scant attention to all of this. Astoria is 

geographically isolated, and its 200-year history has transpired largely 

unnoticed by the rest of the state. Join Oregon Experience as we 

"discover" this active - and often overlooked - corner of Oregon.

History OEXP  000402 OREGON EXPERIENCE
SAGEBRUSH SYMPHONY AN 

OREGON EXPERIENCE #402Z
00:29:15:01 1/29/2018 21:30:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:29:15:01

In 1910 a classically trained violinist named Mary Dodge arrived in the 

high desert country of Harney County. She brought with her an intense 

love of music and the desire to share that love with the local children. 

Her determination and drive built an orchestra that gained statewide 

fame. The orchestra became the genesis for the Portland Junior 

Symphony - now called the Portland Youth Philharmonic.Sagebrush 

Symphony tells the forgotten story of a woman who changed Oregon?s 

musical history.

History OEXP  001003 OREGON EXPERIENCE
THOMAS CONDON, OF FAITH AND 

FOSSILS AN OREGON EXPE #1003H
00:30:00:08 1/8/2018 21:00:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:30:00:08

Frontier preacher and pioneer geologist, Thomas Condon was the first 

to see the significance of the John Day Fossil Beds.

History OEXP  000406 OREGON EXPERIENCE
WHITE PLAGUE AN OREGON 

EXPERIENCE #406Z
00:29:15:05 1/8/2018 21:30:05:08 OPB Documentary 1 00:29:15:05

Consumption or "wasting disease," as tuberculosis was also called, once 

ran rampant in America. It still claims 8 million lives a year worldwide. 

Oregon led the Northwest in the fight against TB in the early 1900s. But 

until the advent of modern antibiotics, most treatments remained crude 

and ineffective. This program explores the historical impact of TB in 

Oregon.

History OEXP  000304 OREGON EXPERIENCE
LOGGER'S DAUGHTER AN OREGON 

EXPERIENCE #304Z
00:27:05:05 2/12/2018 21:00:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:27:05:05

An African-American woman, born and raised in Eastern Oregon, sets 

out to explore her family's past. The search leads Gwen Trice to a 

logging community in Wallowa County and the handful of people who 

remember the 1920s town of Maxville.

History OEXP  000303 OREGON EXPERIENCE
SEARCHING FOR YORK AN 

OREGON EXPERIENCE #303
00:29:05:07 2/12/2018 21:30:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:29:05:07

The Lewis & Clark Expedition - a pivotal moment in American history. 

But the story of York, a slave to William Clark and comrade on this 

journey, has been obscured by omission and stereotype. Searching for 

York paints a portrait of this unofficial member of the Corps of 

Discovery as it discusses the ways in which history is written.

History OEXP  001004 OREGON EXPERIENCE
JAZZ TOWN AN OREGON 

EXPERIENCE #1004H
00:29:14:03 2/26/2018 21:00:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:29:14:03

Segregated from white owned entertainment venues after WWII, Black 

entrepreneurs opened nightclubs and brought a wave of lively new 

music to Portland.

History OEXP  000403 OREGON EXPERIENCE
VORTEX AN OREGON EXPERIENCE 

#403Z
00:29:01:11 2/26/2018 21:30:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:29:01:11

Nixon 'The Vietnam War'and tens of thousands of raging anti-war 

protestors girding for battle with the American Legion during their 

Portland convention. Time for a party, right' So went the wisdom of 

Oregon's Governor Tom McCall during the summer of 1970. His idea' 

Stage the first-ever state sponsored rock festival, promise 'big name 

talent,' and host the event just far enough out of town so that the ' 

hippies' wouldn't wreak havoc on Portland during Nixon's visit.

History OEXP  000105 OREGON EXPERIENCE
WILLIAM GLADSTONE STEEL AN 

OREGON EXPERIENCE #105
00:28:50:25 2/5/2018 21:00:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:28:50:25

William Gladstone Steel is best known as the 'Father of Crater Lake' but 

his legacy is enjoyed all over the Northwest. His 17 year fight to create 

Oregon's only National Park also lead to the protection of valuable 

watersheds and millions of acres of forestland through the 

establishment of the Cascade Range Forest Reserve. Complex and 

controversial, he was both a radical environmentalist and an 

enterprising developer who dedicated his life to the mountains of 

Oregon.
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History OEXP  000603 OREGON EXPERIENCE
WAYNE MORSE AN OREGON 

EXPERIENCE #603H
00:26:50:03 2/5/2018 21:30:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:26:50:03

Nicknamed the 'Conscience of the Senate', Wayne Morse served 24 

years as an independent, outspoken U.S. Senator. A lawyer and Dean of 

the University of Oregon's law school, he won a Senate seat as a 

Republican in 1944. He supported an internationalist foreign policy as 

well as some parts of the New Deal. But moving the party away from its 

wealthy, corporatist roots earned him the animosity of many fellow 

Republicans. In the early 1950s Morse left the party to become an 

Independent.

History OEXP  000803 OREGON EXPERIENCE
KEN KESEY AN OREGON 

EXPERIENCE #803H
00:59:05:01 3/26/2018 21:00:00:00 OPB Documentary 1 00:59:05:01

The 1960?s might have been very different without Ken Kesey. He wrote 

two of the decade?s best-selling novels, ?One Flew Over the Cuckoo?s 

Nest? and ?Sometimes a Great Notion.? He became a brazen harbinger 

of psychedelic substances. And he starred as the Merry Prankster 

protagonist of Tom Wolfe's chronicle of the times, ?The Electric Kool-

Aid Acid Test.? Ken Kesey grew to be one of Oregon's most colorful all-

time, small-town characters. People knew him as an unlikely mix of 

writer, jester, artist and intellectual. But he lived his latter years as a 

Lane County farmer. And Kesey himself liked to describe his life with a 

simple: ?What a long, strange trip it still do be, doobie, doobie-doo.?

Homosexuality INLE  001904 Independent Lens
The Untold Tales of Armistead 

Maupin
90 minutes 1/1/18 11:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00

Meet the frank and funny creator of the groundbreaking Tales of the 

City and follow his evolution from a conservative son of the Old South 

to a gay rights pioneer whose work has inspired millions. With Laura 

Linney, Olympia Dukakis and Ian McKellen.

Homosexuality WEMA  000106 We'll Meet Again Coming Out 60 minutes 2018-02-27 20:00:00.000 PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00

Join Ann Curry as those whose lives were changed by the early days of 

the gay rights movement reunite. Tom wants to find the childhood 

friend who urged him to come out, while Paul seeks a fellow student 

who inspired him to stand up for his beliefs.

Housing, Shelter INLE  001908 Independent Lens I Am Another You 90 minutes 1/29/18 11:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00

Join Chinese filmmaker Nanfu Wang and Dylan, a charismatic young 

homeless drifter who left a comfortable home and loving family, in this 

mysterious cross-cultural road trip that explores of the limits and 

meaning of freedom.

Housing, Shelter IMBU  000101 Impossible Builds The Scorpion Tower 60 minutes 2018-02-07 22:00:00.000 PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00

Follow the  construction of one of the most complex skyscrapers ever to 

make it off the drawing board. Its design is so radical that construction 

experts have turned to a building material never before used in 

skyscrapers.

Housing, Shelter IMBU  000103 Impossible Builds The Floating House 60 minutes 2018-02-21 22:00:00.000 PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00

Follow the build to make living beneath the waves into a reality as a 

team in Dubai attempts to construct a floating house combining the 

best of land and marine design. Will they achieve the impossible?

Immigration/Refugees MLNH  012138 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/10/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:03:21

In our news wrap Wednesday, President Trump sharply criticized a 

federal judge who blocked his decision to end the DACA program. Also, 

federal immigration agents showed up at nearly 100 7-11 convenience 

stores to make arrests and check employee immigration statuses. 

Officials say it was the largest such operation since President Trump 

took office last year -- and “the first of many.”

Immigration/Refugees MLNH  012141 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/15/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:05:15

Nebraska is a long way from northern Iraq. But nearly 3,000 refugees 

from the region's small Yazidi ethnic minority have resettled there, 

driven from their homes by the horrific violence perpetrated by the 

Islamic State group and decades of religious and ethnic persecution. 

Special correspondent Jack Williams of NET reports on why refugees are 

finding the city of Lincoln so welcoming.

Immigration/Refugees FRON  003604 Frontline Exodus: The Journey Continues 120 minutes 1/23/18 9:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00

The intimate stories of refugees and migrants, caught in Europe's 

tightened borders. Amid the ongoing migration crisis, the film follows 

personal journeys over two years, as countries become less welcoming 

to those seeking refuge.

Immigration/Refugees MLNH  012158 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-07 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:08:18

A brutal murder of a 15-year-old girl in Southern Germany has placed 

the country's open-door immigration policy under intense scrutiny. In 

addition, a new government-sponsored study found that violent crime 

rose in one state by 10 percent in two years, with 92 percent of the 

increase attributed to young male migrants. Special correspondent 

Malcolm Brabant reports on the political fallout.

Immigration/Refugees MLNH  012163 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-14 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:03:02

While the Senate formally opened debate on the issue of immigration, 

it began the day where it left off on Monday: no clear bill or direction 

for protecting "Dreamers." As President Trump pressed Congress to 

follow his four criteria for an immigration bill, a large bipartisan group 

of senators said they had agreed on a more narrow approach. Lisa 

Desjardins reports.

Media MLNH  012132 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/2/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:09:34

President Donald Trump has tweeted about “fake news” repeatedly 

during his first year in office. Margaret Sullivan, a media columnist for 

The Washington Post, and Craig Silverman, a media editor for BuzzFeed 

News, talk to Judy Woodruff about how Americans view the media in a 

climate of distrust.
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Media MLNH  012133 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/3/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:09:37

President Donald Trump uses Twitter to speak directly to the American 

people. How is this mode of communication heard in foreign nations? 

Former ambassador Nancy McEldowney, who is now at Georgetown 

University, and Kenneth Weinstein, president and CEO of the Hudson 

Institute think tank, lend their perspectives.

Media MLNH  012146 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/22/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:07:47

In the film "The Post," editor Ben Bradlee and publisher Katharine 

Graham must obtain the Pentagon Papers and then decide whether to 

defy a court order by publishing the classified history of the Vietnam 

War. A story about a consequential moment in American history, press 

freedom and national security, it's also about Graham finding her way in 

a male-dominated world. Jeffrey Brown reports.

Media MLNH  012165 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-16 19:00:00.000 PBS 0 00:05:19

"Black Panther" isn't just a big-budget action movie getting rave 

reviews; it's a full-fledged cultural phenomenon. Unlike other movies in 

the Marvel universe, it has an African superhero, a majority-black cast 

and an African-American director. Jeffrey Brown reports on the many 

ways the movie, which debuts Friday, is generating excitement and 

inspiration.

Minorities/Civil Rights MLNH  012141 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/15/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:09:02

Digesting serious issues through comedy is like taking medicine with a 

spoonful of sugar, says Tracee Ellis Ross. “Black-ish,” the hit sitcom that 

stars Ross, doesn’t shy away from controversial issues, especially 

racism. Special correspondent Charlayne Hunter-Gault sits down with 

the actor to discuss the show and how it dives into vital, uncomfortable 

discussions.

Minorities/Civil Rights MLNH  012141 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/15/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:03:00

This year's memorials honoring Martin Luther King Jr. came amid the 

ongoing furor over President Trump's alleged comments and his views 

on race. While the president released a video commemorating the civil 

rights hero, his derogatory words reported last week about African and 

Haitian immigrants hang in the air, as partisan acrimony threatens hope 

of a DACA deal. Judy Woodruff reports.

Minorities/Civil Rights WEMA  000101 We'll Meet Again Children of WWII 60 minutes 1/23/18 8:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00

Join Ann Curry for the dramatic reunions of people separated by WWII. 

A Japanese-American woman sent to an internment camp hopes to find 

a childhood friend, and a survivor from a Jewish ghetto searches for the 

child of the couple who befriended him.

Minorities/Civil Rights MLNH  012154 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-01 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:03:38

Joining the high school gospel choir was transformative for musician 

Zeshan B., the son of immigrants from India, who learned to sing his 

heart and soul out on stage. Now he's using his platform as an artist to 

speak out about racial unrest and injustice. Zeshan B. offers his Brief but 

Spectacular take on groovin' for change.

Minorities/Civil Rights INLE  001911 Independent Lens

Tell Them We Are Rising: The 

Story of Black Colleges and 

Universities

90 minutes 2018-02-19 23:00:00.000 PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00

Tell Them We Are Rising: The Story of Black Colleges and Universities is 

a documentary and interactive project that explores the pivotal role 

historically black colleges and universities (HBCUs) have played in 

American history, culture, and national identity. Today, over half of all 

African American professionals are graduates of HBCUs. More than 50% 

of the nation's African American public school teachers and 70% of 

African American dentists earned degrees at HBCUs. The film brings to a 

broad national audience for the first time the story of HBCUs and the 

power of higher education to transform lives and advance civil rights 

and equality in the face of intolerance and injustice.

National Politics/Government MLNH  012131 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/1/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:07:27
What’s next on Congress’ to-do list? Amy Walter and Tamara Keith 

discuss the buudget, DACA, elections, and more.

National Politics/Government MLNH  012132 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/2/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:04:51

A short-term spending measure is keeping the government open 

through Jan. 19 at current funding levels. But when Congress returns 

from its holiday break, it will need to resolve differing spending 

priorities to avert a shutdown. Stan Collender, a professor of public 

policy at Georgetown University’s McCourt School, talks to Lisa 

Desjardins about the potential budget collision ahead.

National Politics/Government MLNH  012132 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/2/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:05:22

In our News Wrap Tuesday, South Korea calls for high-level talks with 

North Korea following softened remarks from leader Kim Jong Un, who 

offered to send a delegation to next month’s Winter Olympics. Also: 

tensions rise between the U.S. and Pakistan after U.S. Ambassador to 

the U.N. Nikki Haley confirms the U.S. is withholding $255 million in aid.
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National Politics/Government MLNH  012154 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-01 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:19

The seemingly imminent release of a controversial memo on the FBI's 

Russia investigation had both parties trading charges and counter-

charges on Thursday. The ranking Democrat on the House Intelligence 

Committee said that Republicans changed the memo before sending it 

to the White House, and that it could undermine the FBI. Lisa Desjardins 

joins Judy Woodruff for more.

National Politics/Government MLNH  012158 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-07 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:09:11

Senate leaders have made one of the biggest bipartisan budget 

proposals in recent history. Their proposal would increase spending by 

about $300 billion. But not everyone is cheering: the most conservative 

members are openly hostile to the deal, while Democratic Minority 

Leader Nancy Pelosi said she wouldn't support it without DACA 

protections. Lisa Desjardins joins John Yang.

Nuclear Issues/WMD MLNH  012137 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/9/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:08:00
Rivals North and South Korea break their silence. Here’s what could 

challenge future dialogue

Nuclear Issues/WMD MLNH  012140 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/12/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:06:48

The White House made a major announcement Friday about how the 

U.S. will proceed with the Iran nuclear agreement. While President 

Trump has made no secret of his disdain for the deal, he declined to 

reimpose broad sanctions, while warning that it would be the last time 

unless the deal is revised in the next 120 days. John Yang talks with 

Mark Landler of The New York Times.

Nuclear Issues/WMD MLNH  012155 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-02 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:09:31

The Trump administration's blueprint for America's arsenal continues 

the Obama administration's plans to rebuild all nuclear submarines, 

aircraft and missiles, but also calls for deploying new capabilities. Critics 

say the plan will spark a new arms race. Nick Schifrin gets two views 

from Jon Wolfsthal of the Nuclear Crisis Group and Rebeccah Heinrichs 

of the Hudson Institute.

Nuclear Issues/WMD MLNH  012163 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-14 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:07:45

How advanced is North Korea's nuclear weapons program? Just ask the 

few Western experts who have seen glimpses of the program and its 

evolution, like nuclear scientist Sig Hecker, who has visited seven times 

and given eye-opening access to their facilities. Science correspondent 

Miles O’Brien reports on how experts try to access the North’s 

capabilities.

Poverty/Hunger MLNH  012161 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-12 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:06:01

An Iowa program aims to fix two problems: food insecurity and deer 

overpopulation. Dubbed Help Us Stop Hunger, Iowa’s Department of 

Natural Resources has leveraged Iowa’s popular deer hunting industry 

into more than 10 million meals for the needy. Special correspondent 

Josh Buettner of Iowa Public Television reports.

Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  012132 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/2/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:05:22

In our News Wrap Tuesday, South Korea calls for high-level talks with 

North Korea following softened remarks from leader Kim Jong Un, who 

offered to send a delegation to next month’s Winter Olympics. Also: 

tensions rise between the U.S. and Pakistan after U.S. Ambassador to 

the U.N. Nikki Haley confirms the U.S. is withholding $255 million in aid.

Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  012151 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/29/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:03:09
In our NewsHour Shares moment of the day, young break dancers 

compete in hopes of being crowned champion -- one head spin at a 

time.

Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  012156 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-05 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:04:59

The Philadelphia Eagles won their first Super Bowl championship 

Sunday, defeating the favored New England Patriots 41-33. Philadelphia 

fans took to the streets in celebration, climbing light poles and jumping 

off awnings. Bob Ford, columnist for The Philadelphia Inquirer talks 

about the Eagles’ championship drought and Super Bowl MVP Nick 

Foles’ remarkable story.

Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  012159 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-08 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:08:42

The Winter Olympics in Pyeongchang, South Korea, come at a 

particularly tense moment in the region. But there's also a lot of 

excitement around the Games themselves. John Yang talks to Christine 

Brennan of USA Today about what and who to watch, the Russian 

doping scandal and how one athlete has spoken out against Vice 

President Mike Pence leading the American delegation.

Religion/Ethics MLNH  012147 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/23/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:05:59

Pope Francis came under fire during a trip to Chile for defending a 

bishop accused of directly witnessing and covering up sexual abuse by 

another church figure, dating back to the 1980s. While the pope 

apologized for his wording, he stands by the bishop. Lisa Desjardins 

talks with Anne Barrett Doyle of BishopAccountability.org about what 

the pontiff’s words mean to victims and other Catholics.
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Religion/Ethics WEMA  000104 We'll Meet Again Heroes of 9/11 60 minutes 2018-02-13 20:00:00.000 PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00

Join Ann Curry for dramatic reunions between people whose lives 

intersected on 9/11. Patrick searches for the stranger who comforted 

him after the disaster, and Tim hopes to thank the fellow chaplain who 

gave him the strength to carry on.

Religion/Ethics MLNH  012168 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-21 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:09:49

Billy Graham, one of the most significant American evangelical voices 

and religious leaders of the past century, died Wednesday at the age of 

99. Graham carried his message of peace and equality to millions 

around the world and on TV, while ministering to world leaders and 

acting as confidant to U.S. presidents. Hari Sreenivasan discusses 

Graham’s legacy with Randall Balmer of Dartmouth College.

Science/Technology NOVA  004208 NOVA Invisible Universe Revealed 60 minutes 1/3/18 9:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 1:00:00

Twenty-five years ago, NASA launched one of the most ambitious 

experiments in the history of astronomy: the Hubble Space Telescope. 

In honor of Hubble's landmark anniversary, NOVA tells the remarkable 

story of the telescope that forever changed our understanding of the 

cosmos and our place in it. From its inception through its early days, 

when a one-millimeter engineering blunder turned the telescope into an 

object of ridicule, to the five heroic astronaut missions that returned 

Hubble to the cutting edge of science, NOVA hears from the scientists 

and engineers on the front line who tell the amazing Hubble story as 

never before. This single telescope has helped astronomers pinpoint the 

age of the universe, revealed the birthplace of stars and planets, 

advanced our understanding of dark energy and cosmic expansion, and 

uncovered black holes lurking at the heart of galaxies. For more than a 

generation, Hubble's stunning images have brought the beauty of the 

heavens to millions, revealing a cosmos richer and more wondrous than 

we ever imagined. Join NOVA for the story of this magnificent machine 

Science/Technology NOVA  004501 Stacked NOVA Black Hole Apocalypse 120 minutes 1/10/18 9:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00

Join astrophysicist and novelist Janna Levin on a mind-blowing voyage 

to the frontiers of black hole science, which is shining new light on the 

most powerful and mysterious objects in the universe.

Science/Technology NOVA  004205 NOVA Petra - Lost City of Stone 60 minutes 1/24/18 9:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 1:00:00

More than 2,000 years ago, the thriving city of Petra rose up in the bone-

dry desert of what is now Jordan. An oasis of culture and abundance, 

the city was built by wealthy merchants who carved spectacular temple-

tombs into its cliffs, raised a monumental Great Temple and devised an 

ingenious system that channeled water to vineyards, bathhouses, 

fountains and pools. But following a catastrophic earthquake and a 

slump in its desert trade routes, Petra’s unique culture faded and was 

lost to most of the world for nearly 1,000 years. Now, in a daring 

experiment, an archaeologist and sculptors team up to carve an iconic 

temple-tomb to find out how the ancient people of Petra built their city 

of stone.

Science/Technology SEDE  001701 Secrets of the Dead Scanning the Pyramids 60 minutes 1/24/18 10:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00

Travel with the scientific team granted unprecedented access by the 

Egyptian government to solve a 4,500-year-old mystery: what lies 

within the Great Pyramid at Giza. Using non-invasive technologies, they 

make a historic discovery.

Science/Technology MLNH  012154 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-01 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:08:34

How do you drive investors to spend money on cutting-edge cancer 

treatments? One idea, according to economist Andrew Lo, is to sell 

securities in a megafund of research projects. Economics correspondent 

Paul Solman explores how financial engineering could be the starting 

point for curing cancer.

Science/Technology NOVA  004506 NOVA Prediction by the Numbers 60 minutes 2018-02-28 21:00:00.000 PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00

Discover how predictions underpin nearly every aspect of our lives and 

why some succeed spectacularly while others fail. Explore entertaining 

real-world challenges and join experts as they tackle that age-old 

question: Can we forecast the future?

Sexuality INLE  001904 Independent Lens
The Untold Tales of Armistead 

Maupin
90 minutes 1/1/18 11:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00

Meet the frank and funny creator of the groundbreaking Tales of the 

City and follow his evolution from a conservative son of the Old South 

to a gay rights pioneer whose work has inspired millions. With Laura 

Linney, Olympia Dukakis and Ian McKellen.

Sexuality FRON  003311 Frontline Rape on the Night Shift 60 minutes 1/16/18 10:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00

An investigation into the sexual abuse of undocumented women in the 

service industry. This film examines allegations of abuse across the 

janitorial industry, and how the government, law enforcement and 

companies fall short in dealing with the problem.

Sexuality WEMA  000106 We'll Meet Again Coming Out 60 minutes 2018-02-27 20:00:00.000 PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00

Join Ann Curry as those whose lives were changed by the early days of 

the gay rights movement reunite. Tom wants to find the childhood 

friend who urged him to come out, while Paul seeks a fellow student 

who inspired him to stand up for his beliefs.

Social Services MLNH  012162 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-13 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:09:50

Indiana is one of the states poised to enact work requirements for some 

citizens with Medicaid coverage -- a controversial policy and long-

sought goal for Republicans. But advocates for the poor have protested 

loudly in recent months, saying many will lose coverage or be ensnared 

by bureaucratic mistakes. Special correspondent Sarah Varney reports 

in collaboration with Kaiser Health News.
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Transportation MLNH  012161 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-12 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:12

In our news wrap Monday, investigators combed through the wreckage 

of a Sunday jetliner crash outside Moscow that killed all 71 people on 

board. Officials say they recovered two black boxes. Also, the Senate is 

set to being a rare, open-ended debate on immigration, with a focus on 

President Trump's plan, which Democrats say is a non-starter.

Urban 

Development/Infrastructure
INLE  001910 Independent Lens Rat Film 60 minutes 2018-02-26 23:00:00.000 PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00

Trace the history of Baltimore through this provocative film that uses 

the rat--as well as the humans who love them, live with them and kill 

them--to chronicle the systemized oppression in impoverished 

communities far beyond the city's borders.

War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  012141 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/15/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:02:15

In our news wrap Monday, two suicide bombers targeted a town square 

in Baghdad, killing at least 38 bystanders and wounding 100 more in the 

deadliest attack in Iraq since victory was declared over ISIS last month. 

Also, Turkey is condemning U.S. plans to build a Kurdish security force 

inside Syria to guard against any Islamic State resurgence.

War/Veterans/National Security WEMA  000101 We'll Meet Again Children of WWII 60 minutes 1/23/18 8:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00

Join Ann Curry for the dramatic reunions of people separated by WWII. 

A Japanese-American woman sent to an internment camp hopes to find 

a childhood friend, and a survivor from a Jewish ghetto searches for the 

child of the couple who befriended him.

War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  012150 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/27/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:07:04

The state of Israel has a history of great violence, visited on it by its 

enemies and in return by Israel's own intelligence services and military. 

In "Rise and Kill First," journalist and author Ronen Bergman writes 

about the nearly century-long campaign of targeted killing. He joins Nick 

Schifrin to discuss the secret history of these strikes.

War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  012154 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-01 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:10:44

Turkish officials say the air and ground campaign against U.S.-backed 

Kurdish forces in northwest Syria is a "national security issue" and an 

effort to protect the country's border, but the U.S. sees the Kurdish 

militia as a valuable partner in the fight against ISIS. Judy Woodruff 

talks with Serdar Kilic, Turkey’s ambassador to the U.S., for the Turkish 

perspective on the conflict in Syria.

War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  012159 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-08 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:09:56

The war in Syria is breaking dangerous new ground. Syrian and Russian 

airstrikes have pummeled rebel-held areas, reducing entire 

neighborhoods to rubble. Meanwhile, American commanders vow to 

hold their ground on behalf of Kurdish allies, under threat of attack by 

Turkey. Nick Schifrin talks to journalist Gayle Tzemach Lemmon and 

Hassan Hassan of the Tahrir Institute for Middle East Policy.

War/Veterans/National Security NOVA  004505 NOVA Great Escape at Dunkirk 60 minutes 2018-02-14 21:00:00.000 PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00

Join archaeologists and divers recovering remains of ships and planes 

lost during World War II�s epic Dunkirk operation. Discover new 

evidence of the ingenious technology that helped save Allied forces 

from defeat by the encircling Germans.

War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  012172 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-27 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:05:56

In Eastern Ukraine, children still go to school and play, but the intrusion 

of violence into their everyday lives has made them the vulnerable 

victims of a war that's about to enter its fourth year. Special 

correspondent Sebastian Meyer went on assignment for UNICEF for a 

look at the lives of children living on the front lines of the conflict.

War/Veterans/National Security FRON  003518
Frontline | Bitter Rivals: Iran and 

Saudi Arabia
60 minutes 2018-02-27 22:00:00.000 PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00

Part two of a special series about how two rivals have plunged the 

Middle East into sectarian war. While Iran extends its power from Iraq 

into Syria and Lebanon, Saudi Arabia is making a stand in Yemen, with 

deadly consequences for the region.

Women MLNH  012135 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/5/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:10:00 Gretchen Carlson says it’s time to modernize the Miss America pageant

Women MLNH  012136 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/8/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:05:00 Oprah leads Hollywood’s call to end sexual harassment

Women FRON  003311 Frontline Rape on the Night Shift 60 minutes 1/16/18 10:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00

An investigation into the sexual abuse of undocumented women in the 

service industry. This film examines allegations of abuse across the 

janitorial industry, and how the government, law enforcement and 

companies fall short in dealing with the problem.

Women MTOO  000101 #MeToo, Now What? The Reckoning 30 minutes 2018-02-02 16:00:00.000 PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:00:00

The reckoning has begun. Women have broken their silence and the 

world is finally listening. Zainab Salbi and guests discuss how to move 

forward, and dare to ask the questions others are afraid to ask.

Women MLNH  012156 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-05 19:00:00.000 PBS News (live news only) 1 00:08:41

The Women’s Voices Theater Festival, which produces works written 

entirely by women, opened in Washington last month. Jeffrey Brown 

sits down with three of the featured playwrights to discuss why they 

believe festivals like this are meaningful, the #MeToo movement, and 

the unique perspective female playwrights can bring to the stage.

Youth MLNH  012135 PBS NewsHour NULL 60 minutes 1/5/18 7:00 PM PBS News (live news only) 1 0:03:00 Why more sleep could help kids do better in school and life

Youth INLE  001908 Independent Lens I Am Another You 90 minutes 1/29/18 11:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00

Join Chinese filmmaker Nanfu Wang and Dylan, a charismatic young 

homeless drifter who left a comfortable home and loving family, in this 

mysterious cross-cultural road trip that explores of the limits and 

meaning of freedom.
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Youth MLNH  012165 PBS NewsHour 60 minutes 2018-02-16 19:00:00.000 PBS 0 00:04:51

How do you talk to children about mass shootings so they feel both 

prepared and reassured? John Yang asks parents and school 

administrators how they handle this responsibility in the wake of 

another tragedy.


